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In this paper we are concerned with singularly perturbed variational problems in-
volving the curl functional, which arise in the mathematical theory of liquid crys-
tals. The asymptotic behavior of the minimizers in the singular limiting process is
discussed, which is closely related to the variational problems for curl functional
under various constraints. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~00!00607-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study variational problems which arise naturally in the mathematical theory
of liquid crystals. The main focus is to study the asymptotic behavior of minimizers of the
variational problems where the curl functional is dominant. Before stating our problems and main
results in this paper, we shall explain our motivation first.

The phase transition phenomenon is an important topic in the mathematical theory of liquid
crystals. Several mathematical models for phase transitions from nematic to smecticA based on
order parameter theory were proposed by de Gennes,1,2 also see McMillan.3 In recent years
various simplified mathematical models have been posed based on singular perturbation theory in
calculus of variation, see for instance Refs. 4, 5, 6.

In the classical Oseen–Frank theory, nematic phase of liquid crystals can be described by a
director fieldn:V→S2, which is a minimizer of the following Oseen–Frank energy functional,7

WOF~n!5E
V

WOF~n,¹n!dx,

whereV,R3 is a smooth bounded domain occupied by the liquid crystal sample, and

WOF~n,¹n!5
k1

2
udiv nu21

k2

2
un.curlnu21

k3

2
un`curlnu21

k21k4

2
@ tr~¹n!22~div n!2#.

Here theki are material constants,k1 ,k2 ,k3.0. In this paper we shall only consider the Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The last term@ tr(¹n)22(div n)2# will be dropped, since it is a divergence
term and can be reduced to a surface integral. So, in the following we shall assume

WOF~n,¹n!5
k1

2
udiv nu21

k2

2
un•curlnu21

k3

2
un`curlnu2.

It is well-known that Oseen–Frank model has been used successfully to describe the point
defects of nematic liquid crystals. But, to describe line defects one may need to use Ericksen’s
model,8
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WE~s,n!5E
V

WE~s,n!dx,

where

WE~s,n!5
s2

2
WOF~n,¹n!1

k5

2
u¹su21

k6

2
u¹s•nu21c~s!.

Heres is a scale function called thedegree of orientation.
It is believed that, the Ericksen’s model and its varieties may be useful to describe the

transitions of liquid crystals from the nematic phase to smecticA phase. By dropping various not
very important terms in the Ericksen’s functional, one is led to the following simplified energy
functional

W~u!5E
V
H k1

2
u¹uu21

k2

2
ucurluu21c~ uuu!J dx, ~1.1!

whereu5sn andk2 is large.6 The functionc satisfies the following condition:

c is a positive C1 function and lim
s→`

c~s!51`. ~1.2!

It is expected that, ask2→`, the asymptotic behavior of minimizers of~1.1! under suitable
boundary conditions will provide a mathematical representation of the phase transition process of
liquid crystals from nematic phase to smecticA phase. For this purpose, one may also use a
slightly different model5

I~u!5E
V
H k1

2
udiv uu21

k2

2
ucurluu21c~ uuu!J dx. ~1.3!

The limiting behavior of minimizers ofW(u) or I(u) as k2→` is not at all clear. Several
basic mathematical questions are open.

Let us first consider functional~1.1!. We assume thatV is a smooth bounded domain in
Rn, n52,3. Givenu0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V), denote

H~V,u0!5$uPH1~V,Rn!:u5u0 on ]V%.

Fix k1.0 and denote byu(k2) a minimizer ofW in H(V,u0). Our general problem is
~Q1!. As k2→1`, how to derive sharp estimates of the minimal energyW(u(k2)), and to study
the asymptotic behavior of minimizers?

Inspecting the functionalW, one may guess that, curlu(k2) should be approximately zero
sincek2 is very large. So it is natural to ask
~Q1.1!. As k2→1`, will the total energyW(u(k2)) remain bounded?

If the answer to~Q1.1! is yes, then one further asks the following:
~Q1.2!. As k2→1`, does the corresponding minimizeru(k2) converge (in some sense) to a limit
which is a minimizer or stationary point of the following functional:

J0~u!5E
V
H k1

2
u¹uu21c~ uuu!J dx, ~1.4!

with curlu50?
These two questions, posed in Ref. 6, are closely related to the minimization problem of the

curl functional,
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F~u!5E
V

ucurluu2dx.

Denote

R~u0!5 inf
uPH~V,u0!

F~u!. ~1.5!

It is surprising to us thatR(u0) is achieved for everyu0 given, as stated in the following:
Theorem 1: AssumeV is a bounded, smooth, simply connected domain inRn, n52,3. For

any u0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V),R(u0) is achieved in H(V,u0). Moreover, the minimizers are
unique modulo gradient fields. More precisely, fix a minimizerūPH(V,u0), then the setS(u0) of
all the minimizers of the curl functional can be represented by

S~u0!5$ū1¹w:wPH2~V!,¹w50 on ]V%. ~1.6!

Remark 1.1:We note that every minimizer ofR(u0) satisfies the following Euler equation:

curl2 u50 in V, u5u0 on ]V.

Using Theorem 1 we can prove that, ask2→`, there is a sequence of minimizersu(k2) which
converges to a minimizerū of the curl functionalF. Furthermore,ū minimizesJ0 , as defined in
~1.4!, among all the minimizers of the curl functional.

Theorem 2: AssumeV is a smooth, bounded, simply connected domain inRn,n52,3.Assume
c satisfies the condition (1.2) andu0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V). Let u(k2) be a minimizer ofW in
H(V,u0). Then, for any sequence k2→1`, there exists a subsequence such that the correspond-
ing minimizersu(k2)→ū strongly in H2(V,R3), whereū satisfies

F~ ū!5R~u0!, J0~ ū!5 inf
uPS~u0!

J0~u!.

Remark 1.2:It can be seen from the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 in Sec. II that the condition
that V is simply connected is only used to guarantee thatR(u0) is achieved.

As a consequence we find that, ifR(u0)50, then we have positive answers to~Q1.1! and
~Q1.2!. Hence it is interesting to know the conditions under whichR(u0)50 holds. Several
results are given in Sec. II.

Similar results for the functionalI(u) which is defined in~1.3! are also true, and can be
proved by using Theorem 1.

In the following, we letc(s)5l(12s2)2 in ~1.1! @or in ~1.3!, see Ref. 5#,

W~u,k1 ,k2 ,l!5E
V
H k1

2
u¹uu21

k2

2
ucurluu21l~12uuu2!2J dx.

When we fixk1 andl, and letk2 go to1`, the asymptotic behavior of minimizers has been given
by Theorem 2. Now we ask
~Q2!. What is the limiting behavior of the minimizers ofW(•,k1 ,k2 ,l) as we send bothl and k2

to 1`, with l growing faster than k2?
For convenience we choose a proper scaling and consider the following functional:

E«~u!5E
V
H «u¹uu21ucurluu21

1

2«
~12uuu2!2J dx, ~1.7!

where«!1. Assumeuu0u51 a.e. on]V and denote
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C«~u0!5 inf
uPH~V,u0!

E«~u!.

The Euler equation for minimizers ofE« in H(V,u0) is

H 2«Du1curl2 u5
1

«
~12uuu2!u in V,

u5u0 on ]V.

~1.8!

We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of minimizers$u«% of E« as«→0. Intuitively,
there is a close relation between the asymptotic behavior ofu« , and the existence of minimizers
of the curl functional among all the unit vector fields. To make this observation clear, we introduce
several notations. AssumeV is a bounded smooth domain inRn, n52,3. Assumeuu0(x)u[1.
Denote

H~V,Sn21,u0!5$uPW1,2~V,Sn21!,uu]V5u0%.

If H(V,Sn21,u0)ÞB, we define

Rh~u0!5 inf
uPH~V,Sn21,u0!

F~u!.

If a unit vector fieldv is a minimizer ofRh(u0) thenv satisfies

H curl2 v5~v•curl2 v!v in V,
v5u0 on ]V. ~1.9!

Note that Eq.~1.9! implies that curl2 v is parallel tov everywhere.
If Rh(u0) is achieved inH(V,Sn21,u0), we denote bySh(u0) the set of all such minimizers

of Rh(u0), that is,

Sh~u0!5H uPH~V,Sn21,u0!:E
V

ucurluu2dx5Rh~u0!J .

Then we define

ah~u0!5 inf
uPSh~u0!

E
V

u¹uu2dx. ~1.10!

Our next theorem indicates that, ifRh(u0) is achieved inH(V,u0), then the asymptotic behavior
of $u«% is simple. In fact,u« converges toũ as «→0, and ũ is a minimizer ofRh(u0). If the
minimizers ofRh(u0) are not unique, then the limitũ has the least energy*Vu¹ũu2dx among all
the minimizers ofRh(u0).

Theorem 3: Assumeu0 is a unit vector field, and assumeRh(u0) is achieved in
H(V,Sn21,u0). Let u« be a minimizer ofE« . Then for any sequence«n→0, there exists a
subsequence, which we still write as$«n%, such that the corresponding u«n

converges toũ strongly

in W1,2(V,Rn) and ũ is a minimizer ofRh(u0). Moreover, ũ minimizes the functional*Vu¹uu2dx
among all the minimizers ofRh(u0), that is,

E
V

u¹ũu2dx5ah~u0!.
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As an application of Theorem 3, we consider the variational problem ofE« on the unit ballB
in R3. Let u056x on ]B. We will show thatRh(6x)50 and the only minimizer inH(B,S2,
6x) is 6x/uxu. As «→0, the minimizeru« of E« will converge to6x/uxu strongly inW1,2(B,R3).
For more details, see Theorem 3.2.

Note that the vector fields6x/uxu are spherically symmetric. It is interesting that theonly
spherically symmetric minimizers of the curl functional~under suitable boundary conditions! in
W1,2(B,S2) are6x/uxu, see Theorem 3.1.

From Theorem 3 we see that, whenRh(u0) is achieved, then the situation is simple, and the
limiting behavior of the minimizers ofE« is clear. However, as we shall see later, in many
practical cases,H(V,Sn21,u0) is empty, orRh(u0) is not achieved inH(V,Sn21,u0). We believe
that a natural class for the variational problem of the curl functionalF is

L~V,curl,u0!5$uPL`~V!:curluPL2~V! and uuu51 a.e. in V%.

Set

Rl~u0!5 inf
uPL~V,curl,u0!

F~u!.

Note that

max$R~u0!,Rl~u0!%<Rh~u0!

if H(V,Sn21,u0)ÞB. We expect thatRl(u0) is achieved inL(V,curl,u0), and in caseRh(u0) is
not achieved, the minimizer ofE« converges to a minimizer ofRl(u0).

Due to the complexity of these problems, in this paper we only discuss the special case where
the domain is the unit disk in the plane. We assume thatu0 makes a constant anglef0 with the
normal vector of]D, i.e.,

u05ei @u1f0# on ]D. ~1.11!

Without loss of generality we assume 0<f0<p/2. Note that whenf050, u05x/uxu on ]D,
which is in the outer normal direction; and whenf05p/2, u05(2x2 ,x1) on ]D, which is in the
tangential direction. We shall prove thatRh(u0) is not achieved butRl(u0) is achieved, and the
minimizer u« of the functionalE« converges weakly to the minimizer ofRl(u0).

Theorem 4: Assume D is the unit disc in the plane andu0 is given in (1.11). Then we have the
following results:

~1! Rl(u0)54p sin2 f0, and the unique minimizer ofRl(u0) is

v5ei @u1arcsin~r sin f0!#. ~1.12!
~2! Let u« be the minimizer ofE« . Whenu0 is not tangential to the boundary]D, then u«→v

weakly in Hloc
1 (D̄\$0%) as «→0.

Remark 1.3: For the unit disk case, under the conditions of Theorem 4,

Rh~u0!5Rl~u0!5R~u0!.

Both R(u0) andRl(u0) are achieved, butRh(u0) is not achieved.
Two special cases are particularly interesting.
Whenf05p/2, u0 is a tangential field on]D. We will see that for any planar domainV and

any tangential fieldu0 ,

Rl~u0!>4p,

and the equality holds if and only ifV is a disk, see Corollary 3.4 for more details.
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Whenf050, v(x)5x/uxu. For anyf0Þ0,v has a unique singular point at the origin with the
same singularity asx/uxu.

Also note that, whenf050, Rl(u0)50 andv(x)5x/uxu is a central field. More precisely, if
we write v5eic, thenc satisfies

cosc]1c1sinc]2c50 ~1.13!

for xÞ0, and the characteristic lines of Eq.~1.13! intersect with each other only at the originx
50.

In general, given a vector fieldu0 defined on]V, we say thatu0 can be extended to become
a central field, if there exists a~single-valued or multiple-valued! functionc which satisfies~1.13!
on V\$P%, such thateic5u0 on ]V, whereP is a point inV. Therefore the characteristic lines of
~1.13! starting from (]V,cu]V) intersect with each other at one point only. It is easy to show that,
if u0 can be extended to become a central field inV, thenRl(u0)50. In Sec. III we will discuss
the characterization of curl-free unit planar vector fields from the view point of diffeomorphism.

The other interesting case where the variational problems for functionalsF and E« can be
thoroughly discussed is whenV is a cylindrical domain. Since a related problem has been treated
in Ref. 9, so we shall not present the results here. We mention that the variational problems in
circular cylinders of various related functionals have been studied by Cladis and Kle´man,10

Mayer,11 Bethuel, Brezis, Coleman, and He´lein,12 Mizel, Poccato, and Virga.13

We should also mention that, the mathematical theory of liquid crystals has been studied by
many authors, see for instance, Ambrosio,14,15 Aviles and Giga,4,16 Ambrosio and Virga,17

Brezis,18 Chou,19 Hardt and Kinderlehrer,5 Hardt, Kinderlehrer, and Lin,20 Hardt and Lin,21

Lin,6,22,23Calderer and Palffy-Muhoray,24 Calderer, Liu, and Voss27, and the references therein.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we discuss the variational problem for the

functionalW(u). Theorems 1 and 2 will be proven there. In Sec. III we discuss the variational
problem forE« andF in general domains, and prove Theorem 3. We also study the characteriza-
tion of curl-free unit planar vector fields. In Sec. IV we discuss the variational problems forE« and
F in a disk inR2, and our special interest is on the case whenRh(u0) is not achieved butRl(u0)
is achieved.

II. VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS FOR FUNCTIONAL W IN GENERAL DOMAINS

In this section we discuss the asymptotic behavior, ask2→1`, of the minimizers of the
functionalW given in ~1.1!. In particular, we shall prove Theorems 1 and 2. For convenience we
assumeV is a smooth bounded domain inR3. Our arguments also work for two dimensional
domains. Denote 1/k25«2 and rewriteW as

W«~u!5E
V
H k1

2
u¹uu21

1

2«2 ucurluu21c~ uuu!J dx, ~2.1!

wherek1 and « are positive constants with« being very small, andc(s) is a smooth function
satisfying ~1.2!, see, Ref. 6, p. 808. Givenu0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V), we denoteH(V,u0)5$u
PH1(V,R3):u5u0 on]V%, and set

A«~u0!5 inf
uPH~V,u0!

W«~u!.

We denote a minimizer ofW« in H(V,u0) by u« . As mentioned in the Introduction, we shall
prove that, for a sequence«n goes to 0, there is a subsequence, which we still write as$«n%, such
that the correspondingu«n

converges to a minimizer of the curl functional. Therefore we begin
with discussions of the curl functional.

Denote byn the unit outer normal to]V. Define

Hn~V;div!5$uPH1~V,R3!:div u50 in V,u•n50 on ]V%.
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The norm inHn(V;div) is

iui5~ icurluiL2~V!
2

1iuiL2~V!
2

!1/2,

which is equivalent to the usualH1 norm in this space.
Lemma 2.1: For allwPHn(V;div), it holds that

E
V

ucurlwu2dx5E
V

u¹wu2dx2E
]V

Pn~w,w!dS, ~2.2!

wherePn is the second fundamental form of]V.
Proof: In the following we denote bŷ•,•& the inner product inR3.
Step 1. First we assume thatwPC2(V̄)ùHn(V;div).
Since,

ucurlwu25div~w`curlw!2wDw1w¹~div w!

and divw50 in V, we have

E
V

ucurlwu2dx5E
V

u¹wu2dx1E
]V

H ~w`curlw!•n2w•

]w

]n J dS. ~2.3!

Now we prove that on the boundary]V,

~w`curlw!•n2w•

]w

]n
52Pn~w,w!. ~2.4!

Fix a point PP]V. Without loss of generality we may assumeP5O, the origin. After
rotating the coordinates we may assume that, at the pointP, n5(0,0,1). Sincew•n50 on]V we
see thatw(P)5(w1(P),w2(P),0). So atP we have

~w`curlw!•n5w•

]w

]n
2w1]1w32w2]2w3 .

Whenx is nearP and on the boundary]V, the unit outer normaln can be represented by

x35f~x8!52
1

2 (
i 51

2

a ixi
21O~ ux8u3!,

n5
1

A11u¹fu2
~2]1f,2]2f,1!,

wherex85(x1 ,x2), anda1 ,a2 are the principal curvatures of]V at P. Sincew•n50 on ]V we
have

w35w1]1f1w2]2f on ]V. ~2.5!

Sincen5(0,0,1) at the pointP, we have¹f(P)50. It follows from ~2.5! that, at the pointP,

w1]1w31w2]2w35w1
2]11f~P!12w1w2]12f~P!1w2

2]22f~P!

5^@D2f~P!#w,w&52Pn~w,w!.

This verifies~2.4!. Now ~2.2! follows from ~2.3! and ~2.4!.
Step 2. Next we assumewPHn(V;div).
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We can writew5w1t11w2t2 , where (t1 ,t2) is the orthogonal tangent field of]V, and
Pn(t i ,t j )5ai j . Then,

Pn~w,w!5ai j wiwj5ai j ^w,t i&^w,t j&.

Thus uPn(w,w)u<Cuwu2 on ]V. It follows that the functional

E
]V

Pn~w,w!dS

is continuous inHn(V;div) with respect to theH1 norm. SinceC2(V̄) is a dense subset in
Hn(V;div), we easily see that~2.2! is valid for all wPHn(V;div). h

Corollary 2.2: AssumeV is a smooth, bounded, convex domain inR3. Then there exists a
constant C(V).0 such that

E
V

u¹wu2dx<E
V

ucurlwu2dx<C~V!H E
V

u¹wu2dx1E
V

uwu2dxJ ~2.6!

for all wPHn(V;div).
Proof: WhenV is convex,Pn(w,w)<0 for all wPHn(V;div). Hence~2.2! implies

E
V

u¹wu2dx<E
V

ucurlwu2dx.

On the other hand, by the Sobolev embedding theorem,

E
]V

Pn~w,w!dS<C1~V!E
]V

uwu2dS<C~V!iwiH1~V!
2 .

Thus ~2.6! follows from ~2.2!. h

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1:
Step 1. For anyuPH1(V,R3), we can decomposeu such that u5v1¹w, where v

PHn
1(V;div) andwPH2(V) is a solution of the following Neumann problem:

Dw5div u in V,
]w

]n
5u•n on ]V. ~2.7!

Note thatw is unique modulo an additive constant. We may assume

E
V

wdx50.

It is easily seen that

E
V

u¹w2uu2dx<E
V

u¹ f 2uu2dx ~2.8!

for all f PH1(V). By the choice ofw, it is obvious thatv5u2¹wPHn(V;div).
Step 2. Recall the definitionR(u0) in ~1.5!. Let $un%,H(V,u0) be a minimizing sequence of

R(u0). As in Step 1, we decomposeun as

un5vn1¹wn ,
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wherevnPHn(V;div) andwn is the solution of~2.7! with u replaced byun . Then we have

E
V

ucurlvnu2dx5E
V

ucurlunu2dx→R~u0! as n→`.

Claim 1: i¹vniL2(V) is bounded, i.e.,

E
V

u¹vnu2dx<C, n51,2,... . ~2.9!

Proof of Claim 1: Suppose (2.9) were false. Then we may assume

Cn5i¹vniL2~V!→` as n→`.

Setwn5vn /Cn . We have two cases to consider.
Case 1:*Vuwnu2dx>a0 for a0.0 and alln>1.
In this case, we denote

wO n5
1

uVu EV
wndx, w̃n5wn2wO n .

Then

E
V

u¹w̃nu2dx51 and E
V

ucurl w̃nu2dx→0 as n→`.

By Poincare´ inequality we have

E
V

uw̃nu2dx<C~V!E
V

u¹w̃nu2dx5C~V!.

Passing to a subsequence we may assumew̃n→w̃ weakly in H1(V,R3). Therefore curlw̃n

→curl w̃ weakly in L2(V,R3). On the other hand, curlw̃n→0 strongly in L2(V,R3). Thus
curl w̃50. SinceV is simply connected, there exists a functionf̃ PH2(V) such thatw̃5¹ f̃ . Now
we see that

wn5w̃n1wO n5¹ f̃ 1¹hn1gn ,

wherehn5wO n•x, andgn→0 weakly inH1(V,R3). Hence

un5¹wn1vn5¹wn1¹~Cnf̃ 1Cnhn!1Cngn .

It follows from ~2.8! that

E
V

uvnu2dx5E
V

uun2¹wnu2dx<E
V

uun2¹~wn1Cnf̃ 1Cnhn!u2dx5CnE
V

ugnu2dx.

Therefore,

0,a0<E
V

uwnu2dx<E
V

ugnu2dx→0 as n→`,

which is a contradiction.
Case 2:*Vuwnu2dx→0 asn→`.
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In this case we havewn→0 weakly in H1(V,R3) and strongly in L2(]V). Thus
*]VPn(wn ,wn)dS→0. From~2.2! we have

15E
V

u¹wnu2dx5E
V

ucurlwnu2dx1E
]V

Pn~w,w!dS→0,

again a contradiction.
Thus Claim 1 is true.
Step 3. Now we show thatR(u0) is achieved.
Denote

vOn5
1

uVu EV
vndx, ṽn5vn2vOn .

From ~2.9! and Poincare´ inequality we have

E
V

uṽnu2dx<C1 .

Therefore we have, after passing to a subsequence,ṽn→ ṽ weakly in H1(V,R3) and weakly in
H1/2(]V). Denote

f n5wn1vOn•x, f̃ n5 f n2
1

u]Vu E]V
f ndS.

Then

¹ f̃ n5un2 ṽn→u02 ṽu]V weakly in H1/2~]V!.

Now we consider the following minimization problem:

ln5 infH E
V

uD2fu2dx:¹f5¹ f̃ n on ]V, E
V

fdx50J .

By choosingf5 f̃ n as a test function, we see thatln,`. Since the functional involved is convex,
we see that a minimizer exists, which is denoted byfn . Then¹fn5¹ f̃ n on ]V and

E
V

fn50.

Since

¹ f̃ nu]V5u02 ṽnu]V→u02 ṽu]V ,

we have¹fnu]V→u02 ṽu]V weakly in H1/2(]V). Thus$ln% is bounded and$fn% is bounded in
H2(V).

Therefore, we may assume thatfn→f weakly in H2,¹fu]V5u02 ṽu]V . Set ũ5 ṽ1¹f.
Then ũu]V5u0 , curl ũ5curl ṽ, and
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R~u0!<E
V

ucurl ũu2dx5E
V

ucurl ṽu2dx

< lim inf
n→`

E
V

ucurl ṽnu2dx

5 lim inf
n→`

E
V

ucurlvnu2dx5R~u0!.

That is,ũPH(V,u0) is a minimizer ofR(u0).
Step 4. Assumeu, vPH(V,u0) are minimizers ofR(u0). Then curl(u2v)50 a.e. inV.
In fact, for 0,a,1,b512a, setw5au1bv. ThenwPH(V,u0), and we have

R~u0!<E
V

ucurlwu2dx5a2E
V

ucurluu2dx12abE
V

curlu•curlv dx1b2E
V

ucurlvu2dx

<~a21b2!R~u0!12abE
V

ucurluu•ucurlvudx

<~a21b2!R~u0!1abH E
V

ucurluu2dx1E
V

ucurlvu2dxJ
5~a1b!2R~u0!5R~u0!.

Thus curlu5C curlv a.e. inV for some constantC.0. Then

R~u0!5E
V

ucurluu2dx5C2E
V

ucurlvu2dx5C2R~u0!.

ThereforeC51 and curlu5curlv a.e. inV.
Step 5. Recall thatV is simply connected. Now we show that the setS(u0) of all the

minimizers ofR(u0) is given by~1.6!.
If u andv are both minimizers ofR(u0), then from Step 4, there iswPH2(V) such thatv

5u1¹w, andDw50 on ]V.
Fix a minimizerū of R(u0). Then we see~1.6! is true.
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. h

In the following we show that, among all the minimizers of the curl functional, there exists a
vector fieldu which has the least value ofJ0(u), whereJ0 is defined in~1.4!.

Set

a~u0!5 inf
uPH~V,u0!

J0~u!,

~2.10!
b~u0!5 inf

uPS~u0!

J0~u!.

Obviouslya(u0)<b(u0).
Proposition 2.3: Assumec satisfies the condition (1.2), andu0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V). Then

b(u0) is achieved, that is, there exists awPH2(V), with ¹w50 on ]V, such thatJ0(ū1¹w)
5b(u0).

Proof: For u5ū1¹wPS(u0),

J0~u!5J0~ ū1¹w!5E
V
H k1

2
u¹ū1D2wu21c~ uū1¹wu!J dx.
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Assumeū1¹wnPS(u0) is a minimizing sequence ofJ0 on S(u0). Thenū1¹wn is bounded in
H1(V). Passing to a subsequence we have¹wn→¹w̄ weakly in H1 and strongly inL2(]V).
Thus¹w̄50 on ]V.

Denoteun5ū1¹wn , and ũ5ū1¹w̄. Then un→ũ weakly in H1(V,R3) and strongly in
Lp(V,R3) for all 1,p,6, and

E
V

u¹ũu2dx5E
V

u¹ū1D2w̄u2dx< lim inf
n→`

E
V

u¹unu2dx.

Since the functionc satisfies the condition~1.2!, we have

E
V

c~ uũu!dx< lim inf
n→`

E
V

c~ uunu!dx.

ThereforeJ0(ũ)5 infuPS(u0)J0(u). h

Replacingū by ũ if necessary, we always assume that the vector fieldū in ~1.6! satisfies

E
V

ucurl ūu2dx5R~u0!, J0~ ū!5b~u0!. ~2.11!

In the following we show the existence of minimizers of the functionalW« given in ~2.1!
before we prove Theorem 2. Recall the definition of the minimum valueA«(u0) given at the
beginning of this section.

Theorem 2.4: Givenu0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V), there existsu«PH(V,u0) such thatW«(u«)
5A«(u0).

Proof: Assume$un%,H(V,u0) such thatW«(un)→A«(u0) as n→`. After passing to a
subsequence we may assumeun→u« weakly in H1(V,R3) and u«PH(V,u0). Hence curlun

→curlu« weakly in L2(V,R3). By condition ~1.2! we find W«(u«)< lim infn→` W«(un). Thus
W«(u«)5A«(u0). h

Remark 2.1:It is easy to see that, a minimizeru« of the functionalW« satisfies the following
equation in the weak sense:

H 2k1Du1
1

«2 curl2 u1j~ uuu!u50 in V,

u5u0 on ]V,

wherej(s)5c8(s)/s.
Proof of Theorem 2:In the following we always denote byu« a minimizer ofW« in H(V,u0).

First, we recall the definitions ofa(u0) andb(u0) given in ~2.10!, andR(u0) given in ~1.5!.
For everyuPH(V,u0) we have

J0~u!>a~u0! and E
V

ucurluu2dx>R~u0!.

Hence,

W«~u!5J0~u!1
1

2«2 E
V

ucurluu2dx>a~u0!1
R~u0!

2«2 .

Let ū be a minimizer of the curl functional that satisfies~2.11!. Then

W«~ ū!5J0~ ū!1
R~u0!

2«2 5b~u0!1
R~u0!

2«2 .
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Thus,

a~u0!1
R~u0!

2«2 <A«~u0!5W«~u«!<b~u0!1
R~u0!

2«2 .

So,

a~u0!<J0~u«!5W«~u«!2
1

2«2 E
V

ucurlu«u2dx

<b~u0!2
1

2«2 H E
V

ucurlu«u2dx2R~u0!J <b~u0!5J0~ ū!.

Hence,

a~u0!<J0~u«!<b~u0!.

We also have

E
V

ucurlu«u2dx52«@W«~u«!2J0~u«!#<R~u0!12«@b~u0!2J0~u«!#

<R~u0!12«@b~u0!2a~u0!#.

Sending« to 0 we find

lim sup
«→0

E
V

ucurlu«u2dx<R~u0!. ~2.12!

Sincec>0, we find that$u«% is bounded inH1(V,R3). Passing to a subsequence we have
u«→u* weakly inH1(V,R3). So curlu«→curlu* weakly inL2(V,R3) as«→0. Using~2.12! we
have*Vucurlu* u2dx<R(u0). On the other hand, sinceu* PH(V,u0), we also have

E
V

ucurlu* u2dx>R~u0!.

Hence,

E
V

ucurlu* u2dx5R~u0!, and u* PS~u0!,

whereS(u0) was defined in~1.6!.
By the condition~1.2! we have

E
V

c~ uu* u!dx< lim inf
«→0

E
V

c~ uu«u!dx.

Therefore,

b~u0!<J0~u* !< lim inf
«→0

J0~u«!<b~u0!.

Now we see thatu* also satisfies~2.11!. We may assumeu* 5ū. So,

u«→ū weakly in H1~V,R3!, and J0~u«!→b~u0!5J0~ ū!.
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Next we compute

k1

2 E
V

u¹ūu2dx5J0~ ū!2E
V

c~ uūu!dx>J0~ ū!2 lim inf
«→0

E
V

c~ uu«u!dx

5J0~ ū!2 lim inf
«→0

HJ0~u«!2E
V

k1

2
u¹u«u2dxJ

5J0~ ū!2 lim
«→0

J0~u«!1 lim sup
«→0

k1

2 E
V

u¹u«u2dx

5 lim sup
«→0

k1

2 E
V

u¹u«u2dx.

Thusu«→ū strongly inH1(V,R3). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. h

An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following:
Corollary 2.5: AssumeV is a bounded, smooth, simply connected domain inRn,n52,3.

Assumec satisfies (1.2), andu0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V). Let u« be a minimizer of the functional
W« . Then the following conclusions are true:

~1! As «→0, the total energyW«(u«) remains bounded if and only ifR(u0)50.
~2! If R(u0)50, then for any convergent sequence of$u«% with «→0, there is a functionw̄

PH2(V) with ¹w̄5u0 on ]V, such thatu« converges to¹w̄ strongly in H1(V,Rn) as «
→0, and

J0~¹w̄!5 inf$J0~¹f!:fPH2~V!,¹fu]V5u0%.

Remark 2.2:Corollary 2.5 implies that the answer to the questions~Q1! and~Q2! is ‘‘yes’’ if
and only if R(u0)50.

Corollary 2.5 also indicates that, it is interesting to find the exact conditions under which
R(u0)50. The rest of this section is devoted to this problem. We will give a necessary and
sufficient condition forR(u0)50 in the two-dimensional case. We shall see that in the three-
dimensional case more geometric and topology conditions will be involved.

First we consider planar domains.
Proposition 2.6: Assume V is a smooth bounded domain inR2 and u0

PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V). ThenR(u0)50 if and only if the following condition holds:

E
]V

u0•tds50, ~2.13!

wheret is the unit tangential vector field of]V.
As a direct consequence of Proposition 2.6, we have the following:
Corollary 2.7: AssumeV is a smooth bounded domain inR2 andu0PH1/2(]V)ùL`(]V). If

u0 is parallel to the normal direction of]V everywhere, thenR(u0)50.
Proposition 2.6 follows from the following Lemma 2.8 and an approximation process, the

details will be omitted.
AssumeV is a Ck domain in Rn and gPCk(]V,Rn). We say thatg has aCk curl-free

extension if there exists a functionfPCk11(V̄) such that¹f5g on ]V.
Lemma 2.8: AssumeV is a smooth (say Ck11 ) bounded domain inR2, and gPCk(]V,R2)

for some integer k.0. Theng has a Ck curl-free extension if and only if (2.13) holds.
Proof: Denote byn the unit outer normal of]V and t the unit tangential vector. Denoten

52n. Assume]V consists a finite number of smooth simple close curvesG j ,1< j <m. Each
curve can be represented asz5zj (s),0<s<L j , wheres is the arc-length parameter, andzj (L j )
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5zj(0). We choose the positive direction ofG j such that the orientation of~t,n! is the same as that
of x1x2-plane, ands is increasing along the positive direction ofG j . Then]/]t5]/]s on ]V.

Let d(x)5dist(x,]V) be the distance function fromx to ]V, and for m.0 we setV(m)
5$xPV̄:d(x),m%. Then there is a constantm0.0 such thatdPCk(V(m0)), and for everyx
PV(m0) there exists a unique pointz5z(x)P]V such that

x5z2d~x!n~z!, ¹d~x!52n~z!.

Fix a positive constantm,m0 . Then

V~m!5ø
j 51

m

D j , where D j5$z~s!2tn~s!:0<s<L j ,0<t,m%.

First we assume that there existsfPCk11(V̄) such that¹f5g. Then

E
G j

g•tds5E
G j

¹f•tds5E
0

L j
¹f~zj~s!!•zj8~s!ds5f~zj~L j !!2f~zj~0!!50.

Hence~2.13! holds true.
In the following we assume~2.13! holds. We shall construct a functionfPCk11(V̄) such

that ¹f5g on ]V.
Let g1 be anyCk extension ofg, that is,g1PCk(V̄,R2) andg15g on ]V.
Let f1 be the solution of the following equation:

Df15div g1 in V,
]f1

]n
5g1•n on ]V,

and*Vf1dx50. Thenf1PCk11(V̄).
Setg25g12¹f1 . Then

g2PCk~V̄,R2!, div g250 in V, g2•n50 on ]V.

Henceg25(g2•t)t on ]V.
On each curveG j :z5zj (s),0<s<L j , we define a functionj jPCk11@0,L j # satisfying follow-

ing conditions:

H j j8~ t !5g2•t5g2~zj~s!!•zj8~s! for 0,s,L j ,
j j~0!50.

Note thatj j is unique, and

dij j

dsi ~L j !5
dij

dsi ~0! for 1< i<k11.

Sinceg25g2¹f1 on ]V, using the condition~2.13! we find j j (L j )5j j (0)50.
Now we define a functionj on ]V by

j~z!5j j~s! if z5zj~s!PG j .

ThenjPCk11(]V), and]j/]t5g2•t on ]V.
Fix a constantm,0,m,m0 . Choose a functionhPCk11@0,m# such that

h~0!51, h8~0!50, h~m!5h8~m!50, 0,h~ t !,1 for 0,t,m.
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Define a functionf2 on V(m) in the following way. ForxPD j , we can writex5z2tn(z),
wherez5zj (s)PG j ,0<s<L j and 0<t,m. We set

f~x!5h~ t !j~z!5h~ t !j j~s!.

We easily see thatf2PCk11(V(m)). Computation shows that, onG j we have

]f2

]t
5g2•t,

]f2

]n
52j j~s!h8~0!50.

Now we define a functionf by f5f11f2 . ThenfPCk11(V(m)). On ]V we have

]f

]t
5

]f1

]t
1g2•t5g•t,

]f

]n
5

]f1

]n
5g•n.

So ¹f5g on ]V. h

Whenn53 the situation is more complicated. AssumeV is a bounded smooth~say,Ck11)
domain inR3 and gPCk(]V,R3). Denote bygt the tangential component ofg, i.e., gt5g2(g
•n)n. Denote by¹tc the tangential component of¹c.

Lemma 2.9: AssumeV is a bounded Ck domain inR3 and gPCk(]V,R3). Theng has a Ck

curl-free extension if and only if

gt5¹tc on ]V ~2.14!

for somecPCk11(]V).
Proof: Obviously condition~2.14! is necessary.
Now assumegt5¹tc for somecPCk11(]V). We extendc to aCk11 function onV̄. Then

on ]V we have

g2¹c5S g•n2
]c

]n D n.

Choose a functionzPCk11(V̄) such thatz50 on ]V and

]z

]n
5g•n2

]c

]n
.

For example we may choosez to be the unique solution of the following equation:

H D2z50 in V,

z50 and
]z

]n
5g•n2

]c

]n
on ]V.

Then¹(c1z)5g on ]V. h

Remark 2.3:Let (y1 ,y2) be the isothermal coordinates on the surface]V. Then the tangential
field gt can the represented asgt5g1(]/]y1)1g2(]/]y2). Denote

curlt~gt!5
]g2

]y1
2

]g1

]y2
.

It is easy to see that, ifg has aCk curl-free extension, then

curlt~gt!50. ~2.15!

Define a 1-form on the]V by
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g* 5g1dy11g2dy2 .

Obviously curlt(gt)50 if and only if dg* 50, i.e., if and only ifg* is a closed 1-form. On the
other hand,~2.14! means thatg* 5dc for some functionc, i.e.,g* is an exact 1-form. Recall that
if the first cohomology groupH1(]V) is zero, then every close form is exact. Hence we get the
following:

Proposition 2.10: AssumeV is a bounded Ck domain inR3 and gPCk(]V,R3). Theng has
a Ck curl-free extension if and only ifg* is an exact 1-form. Especially if the first cohomology
group H1(]V)50, theng has a Ck curl-free extension if and only if (2.15) holds.

It is well known that if]V is diffeomorphic to the sphereS2 thenH1(]V)50. So we get the
following conclusion:

Proposition 2.11: AssumeV̄ is Ck diffeomorphic to a ball inR3 andgPC11a(]V,R3). Then
R(g)50 if and only if (2.15) holds.

Proof: SinceV̄ is Ck diffeomorphic to a ball, soV is simply connected andH1(]V)50.
From Proposition 2.10 we see that,~2.15! implies g has aCk curl-free extension. Hence

R(g)50.
Now assumeR~g!50. From Theorem 1 we know thatR(g) is achieved by a vector fieldu

PW1,2(V,R3). SinceR(g)50, there exists a functioncPW2,2(V) such that curlu50 a.e. and
u5g on ]V. SinceV is simply connected, there is a functioncPW1,2(V) such that¹c5u in V
and¹c5g on ]V. So¹tc5gt on ]V. Hence

Dtc5divt gt on ]V,

where Dt and divt are the Laplacian and divergence operators on]V. Note that g
PC11a(]V,R3). Hence divt gtPCa(]V). Using the elliptic estimates on]V we find thatc
PC21a(]V). Therefore,

curlt~gt!5curlt~¹tc!50 on ]V.

This verifies~2.15!. h

III. VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS FOR FUNCTIONAL E« AND F IN GENERAL DOMAINS

In this section we discuss the variational problem for the functionalE« defined in~1.7!. We
begin this section with the proof of Theorem 3 stated in Sec. I.

Proof of Theorem 3:Denote byu« a minimizer ofE« . Obviously

E«~u«!>E
V
H «u¹u«u21

1

2«
~12uu«u2!2J dx1Rh~u0!. ~3.1!

By the assumptionRh(u0) is achieved. SoSh(u0), the set of minimizers ofRh(u0), is not
empty. Without loss of generality we assumeu0 is not a constant vector. Thenah(u0).0, where
ah(u0) is defined in~1.10!. So we can choosev«PSh(u0) such that

E
V

u¹v«u2dx5@11o~1!#ah~u0! as «→0.

Note thatuv«u51. Then

E«~u«!<E
V

$«u¹v«u21ucurlv«u2%dx5«@11o~1!#ah~u0!1Rh~u0!. ~3.2!

Combining~3.1! and ~3.2! we get
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E
V
H u¹u«u21

1

2«2 ~12uu«u2!2J dx<@11o~1!#ah~u0!.

So

E
V

u¹u«u2dx5@11o~1!#ah~u0!,

~3.3!

E
V

~12uu«u2!2dx5O~«2!.

Passing to a subsequence we may assumeu«→ũ weakly inW1,2(V,Rn), uũ(x)u51 a.e. inV.
HenceũPH(V,Sn21,u0) and

E
V

u¹ũu2dx< lim inf
«→0

E
V

u¹u«u2dx<ah~u0!. ~3.4!

Using ~3.2!, ~3.3! we compute

E
V

ucurlu«u2dx5E«~u«!2E
V
H «u¹u«u21

1

2«
~12uu«u2!2J dx<$Rh~u0!1«@11o~1!#ah~u0!%

2H E
V
F«uu«u21

1

2«
~12uu«u2!2GdxJ 5Rh~u0!1O~«!,

so

E
V

ucurl ũu2dx< lim inf
«→0

E
V

ucurlu«u2dx<Rh~u0!.

Hence

E
V

ucurl ũu2dx5Rh~u0!,

i.e., ũPSh(u0).
Using ~3.4! we find

E
V

u¹ũu2dx5ah~u0!.

This and~3.3! together imply that

lim
«→0

E
V

u¹u«u2dx5E
V

u¹ũu2dx.

Henceu«→ũ strongly inW1,2(V,Rn). h

As an application of Theorem 3, we consider the variational problems forE« on the unit ball
B in R3 under a spherically symmetric boundary condition on]B.

In the spherical coordinates~r,u,w!, a unit vector fieldv defined onB can be written as

v5cosj coscer1cosj sinceu1sinjew . ~3.5!
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If v is in the form of~3.5! with j andc depending only onr, then we callv a unit vector field with
spherical symmetry. For such vector fields we assumej and c satisfy the following boundary
conditions on the sphere,

j~1!5j0 , c~1!5c0 .

Denote

u05cosj0 cosc0er1cosj0 sinc0eu1sinj0ew . ~3.6!

Then we can show the following:
Theorem 3.1:Let B be the unit ball inR3 andu0 be given in~3.6!. ThenRh(u0) is achieved

by a spherical minimizerv in the form of ~3.5! if and only if u056x. In this case the only
minimizers arev56x/uxu.

Proof: Obviously, if u056x on ]B, thenRh(u0)50 andv56x/uxu is a minimizer.
In the following we assumeRh(u0) is achieved byv, which is a unit vector field with

spherical symmetry. In the spherical coordinates~r, u, w!, v can be written in the form of~3.5!,
wherej5j(r) andc5c(r). In the proof of Theorem we denote85d/dr. We compute

curlv52
cotw

r
cosj sincer2

~r sinj!8

r
eu1

~r cosj sinc!8

r
ew .

So

E
B
ucurlvu2dx52pE

0

1

cos2 j sin2 cdrE
0

p cos2 w

sinw
dw

14pE
0

1

$u~r sinc!8u21u~r cosj sinc!8u2%dr.

Hence,ucurlvuPL2(B) if and only if

cosj sinc[0. ~3.7!

Denote byLsym(B,curl,u0) the subset ofL(B,curl,u0) consisting of spherically symmetric vector
fields in the form of~3.5!. Then each vector field in this set satisfies the condition~3.7!. The curl
functional inLsym(B,curl,u0) is reduced to

F~v!54pE
0

1

u~r sinj!8u2dr.

AssumevPLsym(B,curl,u0) is a minimizer. Then it satisfies the following Euler equation:

cosj~r sinj!950. ~3.8!

Solving ~3.8! we find

v5cosj0er1sinj0ew .

For this vector fieldv we have divv5(2 cosj01sinj0 cotw)/r. HencevPW1,2(B,S2) if and only
if sin j050. Therefore, ifRh(u0) is achieved by a spherically symmetric unit vector fieldv, we
must haveu056er56x on ]B, soRh(u0)50, andv56x/uxu. h

Using Theorem 3 and Theorem 3.1 we can prove the following:
Theorem 3.2:Let B be the unit ball inR3 andu056x on]B. Let u« be the minimizer ofE«

in H(B,6x). Then as«→0,u« converges to6x/uxu strongly in W1,2(B,R3).
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Proof: For simplicity we only consider the case whereu05x.
Denote v5x/uxu. Obviously vPH(B,S2,x) and curlv50 away from the origin. Hence

Rh(x)50 andv is a minimizer.
Now we show thatv5x/uxu is the unique minimizer ofRh(x). Suppose there is a unit vector

field wPH(B,S2,x) such that curlw50 in B. Then there is a functionfPW2,2(B) such thatw
5¹f. Hence

u¹fu51 in B, ¹f5x on ]B. ~3.9!

The solution of~3.9! is determined by the characteristic equations,

ẋ5p, ḟ51, ṗ50.

Using the boundary condition in~3.9! we find that each characteristic line is a ray from the center,
and along each ray¹f5u0(x/uxu)5x/uxu. Sow5v5x/uxu.

Using Theorem 3 we see thatu«→x/uxu strongly inW1,2(B,R3,x) as«→0. h

Remark 3.1:Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2 one can show thatu«→6x/uxu uniformly
in any compact subdomain away from 0.

From Theorem 3 we see that, ifH(V,Sn21,u0)ÞB and if Rh(u0) is achieved, then the
limiting behavior of the minimizers$u«% of E« is clear. However, as mentioned in Sec. I, in many
practical cases,H(V,Sn21,u0)5B. For example, ifV is a bounded smooth domain in the plane
and if the degree deg(u0) of u0 is not zero, thenH(V,S1,u0)5B. Note that ifu0[n or if u0

[t, where n is the unit outer normal of]V and t is the unit tangential field of]V, then
deg(u0)51. Therefore it is reasonable to consider the variational problem on a large set
L(V,curl,u0) and discuss the achievability ofRl(u0) on L(V,curl,u0). For the definitions of
L(V,curl,u0) andRl(u0) see Sec. I.

First we give a lower bound ofRl(u0). Denote byuEu the measure of a setE.
Lemma 3.3: AssumeV is a bounded smooth domain inR2. For anyu0PH1/2(]V,S1) we have

Rl~u0!>
1

uVu H E]V
u0•tdsJ 2

.

Especially ifu0 is a unit tangential field on]V, then

Rl~u0!>
u]Vu2

uVu
.

Proof: Since

E
V

curludx5E
]V

u•tds,

using Hölder inequality we obtain the lower bound. h

Lemma 3.3 has an interesting consequence.
Corollary 3.4: For any bounded smooth domainV in R2 and for any smooth unit tangential

field u0 on ]V, it holds that

Rl~u0!>
u]Vu2

uVu
>4p.

The equality holds if and only ifV is a disk.
Proof: The first statement is the consequence of Lemma 3.3 and the isoperimetric inequality.

In the proof of Theorem 4 we shall show that, whenV is a disk andu0 is a unit tangential field,
Rl(u0)54p and is achieved, see Sec. IV. Therefore, the second conclusion is true. h
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Even though Lemma 3.3 gives a lower bound ofR(u0) for any tangential vector fieldu0 , we
cannot prove whetherRl(u0) is achievable in general case at moment. We cannot even show it is
achievable whenRl(u0)50. On the other hand, we can show that, ifu0 is parallel to the normal
vector field on]V, or more general, ifu0 can be extended to become a central field~for the
definition see Sec. I!, thenRl(u0)50 and is achieved. See Corollary 2.7 for the related statement
for R(u0).

In the following we shall discuss this issue further from the diffeomorphism point of view. For
simplicity we only consider the two-dimensional case. We begin our discussion with a special
case. Assumeu is a unit vector field which can be written asu5eif for some functionf. For such
u, if u is a minimizer ofRl(u0) then it satisfies the Euler equation~1.9!, henceeif`curl2 eif

50 in V. Especially if Rl(u0)50 and is achieved by such a vector fieldu, then curleif50.
Computation shows that both these two conditions can be formulated with a differential operator
Df , which is defined as follows:

Df5cosf]11sinf]2 .

In fact

curleif5Dff, eif`curl2 eif5Df
2 f.

Let x be the original coordinates. Giveneif(x), we look for a diffeomorphismx5F(y), where
F:G→V is a map such that

]F

]y1
5eif.

If such a mapF exists, then in the new coordinatesy we have

]x1

]y1
5cosf,

]x2

]y1
5sinf,

]

]y1
5Df ,

]2

]y1
2 5Df

2 .

Hence

curleif5
]f

]y1
, eif`curl2 eif5

]2f

]y1
2 .

Therefore,

~i! curleif50 in V⇔Dff50 in V⇔]f/]y150 in G;
~ii ! eif`curl2 eif50 in V⇔Df

2 f50 in V⇔]2f/]y1
250 in G.

In order to get curleif50, we need]F/]y15eif and]f/]y150. It suggests the conditions
for curlu50: There are functionsz(y2), and V(y2) such that

u5ei z~y2!, F~y!5y1ei z~y2!1V~y2!.

Herez(y2) andV(y2) are determined by the boundary condition ofu. Essentially,u depends only
on one variable.

In order to geteif`curl2 eif50, we need]F/]y15eif and ]2f/]y1
250. It suggests the

condition foreif`curl2 eif50: There are functionsz(y2), j(y2), and V(y2) such that

u5exp$ i @2y1z~y2!1j~y2!#%, curlu52z~y2!,
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and

F~y!5H z~y2!21 sin~y1z~y2!!exp$ i @y1z~y2!1j~y2!#%1V~y2! if z~y2!Þ0,

y1 exp@ i j~y2!#1V~y2! if z~y2!50.

Herej(y2) andV(y2) are determined by the boundary condition ofu. Hence, curlu only depends
on one variable.

Locally we can always write a unit vector fieldu asu5eif, but this may not hold in the entire
domainV. Nevertheless, the above intuitive discussion is still helpful, which yields the conclu-
sions for general case. The conditions for curlu50 for the general case will be presented in
Proposition 3.5, and the conditions for curl2 u to be parallel tou will be given in Proposition 3.6.
In the following, for a smooth mapF, we denote by DF the Frechet differential ofF, and by det
~DF! the determinant of DF.

Proposition 3.5: LetV be a bounded smooth domains inR2.

~1! Assume there is a diffeomorphism F:G→V in the following form:

F~y!5y1U~y2!1V~y2!, ~3.10!

where U(y2) is a unit vector field. Set

u~x!5U~F21~x!!, xPV.

Then curlu50.
~2! On the other hand, assumeu is a unit vector field and curlu50 in V. Assume there is a

smooth change of variables x5F(y) such that

]F~y!

]y1
5u~F~y!! and det~DF!Þ0, xPV. ~3.11!

Then in the new variables y we have]u/]y150.

Proof: Step 1. Assume there is a diffeomorphism in the form of~3.10!.
Denotex5F(y) andU5(U1 ,U2). From ~3.10! we have

]x1

]y1
5U1 ,

]x2

]y1
5U2 .

So,

]y2

]x1
52

U2

det~DF!
,

]y2

]x2
5

U1

det~DF!
. ~3.12!

SinceU is a unit vector field,U•]2U50. Hence

curlu~x!5
]u2

]x1
2

]u1

]x2
5U28

]y2

]x1
2U18

]y2

]x2
52

1

det~DF!
~U1U181U2U28!50.

Step 2. Now assume curlu50 in V, and assume there is a change of variablesx5F(y) satisfying

]F~y!

]y1
5u~x!, and det~DF!Þ0 in V.

Then~3.12! holds withU1 andU2 being replaced byu1 andu2 . Sinceu is a unit vector field, so
u•]1u5u•]2u50. Hence,
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05curlu5
]u2

]x1
2

]u1

]x2
5

]u2

]y1

]y1

]x1
2

u2

det~DF!

]u2

]y2
2

]u1

]y1

]y1

]x2
2

u1

det~DF!

]u1

]y2

5
]u2

]y1

]y1

]x1
2

]u1

]y1

]y1

]x2
. ~3.13!

Now we show]u1 /]y15]u2 /]y150. Otherwise, we may assume]u2 /]y1Þ0. Then from~3.12!
~with U1 andU2 replaced byu1 andu2) and ~3.13! we have,

det~~DF!21!5
]y1

]x1

]y2

]x2
2

]y1

]x2

]y2

]x1
5

1

det~DF! Fu1

]y1

]x1
1u2

]y1

]x2
G

5
1

det~DF!

]y1

]x2
S ]u2

]y1
D 21Fu1

]u1

]y1
1u2

]u2

]y1
G50,

a contradiction. h

Remark 3.2:Proposition 3.5 implies that a curl-free unit vector field in a planar domain
depends on one variable only. We shall call a map in the form of~3.10! a central map.

Note that a map in the form of~3.10! is not a conformal map in general. In fact, a mapF in
the form of ~3.10! is a conformal map if and only ifF is an orthogonal linear transform, that is,

F~y!5y1~cosf0 ,sinf0!1y2~2sinf0 ,cosf0!1v0 ,

wheref0 is a constant number andv0 is a constant vector.
Proposition 3.6: LetV be a smooth bounded domain inR2 andu be a unit vector field inV.

Assume that there is a smooth change of variables x5F(y), where the map F:G→V satisfies
(3.11) inV. Thenu satisfies the equation in (1.9) if and only if curlu depends only on y2 .

Proof: DenoteH5curlu. Then curl2 u5(]2H,2]1H) andu`curl2 u5u•¹xH.
Sinceu is a unit vector field, as in~3.13! we have

H5
]u2

]y1

]y1

]x1
2

]u1

]y1

]y1

]x2
.

Since]x1 /]y15u1 and ]x2 /]y15u2 , we have]y2 /]x152lu2 and ]y2 /]x25lu1 , wherel
51/det~DF!. So we find

u•¹xH5u1F]u2

]y1

]2y1

]x1
2 2

]u1

]y1

]2y1

]x1]x2
G1u2F]u2

]y1

]2y1

]x1]x2
2

]u1

]y1

]2y1

]x2
2 G1u1F]2u2

]y1
2 S ]y1

]x1
D 2

2
]2u1

]y1
2

]y1

]x1

]y1

]x2
G1u2F]2u2

]y1
2

]y1

]x1

]y1

]x2
2

]2u1

]y1
2 S ]y1

]x2
D 2G .

Sinceu1]y1 /]x11u2]y1 /]x251, the sum of the last two terms in the right is

]2u2

]y1
2

]y1

]x1
2

]2u1

]y1
2

]y1

]x2
.

Hence,
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u•¹xH5
]2u2

]y1
2

]y1

]x1
1

]u2

]y1
Fu1

]2y1

]x1
2 1u2

]2y1

]x1]x2
G2

]2u1

]y1
2

]y1

]x2
2

]u1

]y1
Fu1

]2y1

]x1]x2
1u2

]2y1

]x2
2 G

5
]2u2

]y1
2

]y1

]x1
1

]u2

]y1

]

]y1
S ]y1

]x1
D2

]2u1

]y1
2

]y2y1

]x2
2

]u1

]y1

]

]y1
S ]y1

]x2
D

5
]

]y1
F]u2

]y1

]y1

]x1
2

]u1

]y1

]y1

]x2
G5

]H

]y1
.

Consequently,

u`curl2 u50⇔u•¹xH50⇔]H/]y150.

The lemma is proved. h

IV. VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS FOR E« and F IN A DISK

In this section we discuss the variational problems for the functionalE« on a diskD in the
plane, and prove Theorem 4. In this section we denote

er5
x

r
5eiu, eu5

1

r
~2x2 ,x1!5ei ~u1p/2!.

Throughout this section we assume thatu0 is a unit vector field on]D which makes a constant
anglef0 with the outer normal. Without loss of generality we assume 0<f0<p/2. In the polar
coordinates we can writeu05ei @u1f0#, see~1.11!.

Lemma 4.1: Foru0 given above we have

Rl~u0!54p sin2 f0 ,

and the only minimizer of the curl functionalF in L(V,curl,u0) is the vector fieldv given in
(1.12).

Proof: Step 1. We first look for a minimizer of the curl functionalF among all unit vector
fields in the formv5ei @u1f(r )#.

For suchv we compute

F~v!5E
D

ucurlvu2dx52pE
0

1Fsinf

r
1f8 cosfG2

rdr

and the Euler equation is

cosfH ~rf91f8!cosf2S rf821
1

r D sinfJ 50.

Note that the solution of this Euler equation must satisfy cosfÓ0. In fact, if cosf[0, then
f56p/2 andv56eu . This solution must be dropped because it does not lie inL(D,curl,S2).
Now since cosfÓ0, cosf can have only isolated zero points. Hence the second factor in the
above equation must be zero, which can also be written as

r
d

dr S r
d

dr
sinf D5sinf.

The solutions of this equation which satisfyf(1)5f0 are

sinf~r !5~sinf0!cosh~2 log r !1C sinh~2 log r !.
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The only solution which remains bounded asr→0 is

sinf~r !5r sinf0 .

Hencev can be written as~1.12!, or,

v5ei @u1f~r !#5A12r 2 sin2 f0er1r sinf0eu . ~4.1!

Next we claim that the vector fieldv given in ~4.1! achievesRl(u0). In other words,v is a
minimizer of the curl functionalF among all vector fields inL(D,curl,u0). In fact, from~4.1! we
see that curlv52 sinf0 andF(v)54p sin2 f0. From Lemma~3.3! we see thatF(v)5Rl(u0).
Step 2. Now we show that, the vector fieldv given in ~4.1! is the only minimizer ofF in the class
L(D,curl,u0).

To prove this conclusion, supposewPL(V,curl,u0) is a minimizer ofF, and we shall show
w5v. Sincew is a minimizer,

E
D

ucurlwu2dx54p sin2 f0 .

Hence,

E
D

ucurlw2curlvu2dx5E
D

ucurlwu2dx1E
D

ucurlvu2dx22E
D

~curlv!~curlw!dx

58p sin2 f024 sinf0E
D

curlwdx

58p sin2 f024 sinf0E
]D

w•tds50.

So

curlw52 sinf0 a.e. in D. ~4.2!

Note thatuwu51 a.e. inD. Locally ~at least near each point on]D) we can write

w5eiv, with v5u1f0 on ]D.

Using ~4.2! we find thatv is a solution of Cauchy problem of the following partial differential
equation of first order, with]D as the initial curve:

cosv]1v1sinv]2v52 sinf0. ~4.3!

When f0Þp/2, ]D is noncharacteristic for~4.3! and the solution is unique near]D. By
continuous extension we find that the solution is actually unique onD. Hencew5v.

So we only need to provew5v whenf05p/2. However, the proof presented below works
for all f0 .

For an arbitrary pointeiu0P]D, we denote the characteristic line of~4.3! starting from this
point by C(u0). To showw5v, we prove the following:

Claim 1: For every pointxPD, there is a characteristic lineC(u0) passing throughx; and
w5v along each characteristic curveC(u0).

Proof of Claim 1:Note that, whenf050, f[0. In this case every characteristic line is the
radial ray. So it is obvious thatw5x/uxu5v. Thus, in the following we assume 0,f0<p/2. The
equations for the characteristic lines of~4.3! are

ẋ5eiv, v̇52 sinf0 .
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Solving this differential system we find that

v5u01f012t sinf0 ,

and the characteristic lineC(u0) can be represented by

x5
sin~f01t sinf0!

sinf0
exp@ i ~u01t sinf0!#.

Therefore, in the polar coordinates, the characteristic lineC(u0) is represented as

r 5
sin~f01t sinf0!

sinf0
, u5u01t sinf0 . ~4.4!

Hence the characteristic line lies inD for 2f0 /sinf0,t,0, and reaches the center of the disk
when t52f0 /sinf0.

Now we see thatD is covered by the family of characteristic lines. In fact, for eachx
5reiuPD, we can find a characteristic lineC(u0) passing throughx. To see if this is true, for each
x5reiuPD, we solveu0 and t from ~4.4!,

u05f01u2arcsin~r sinf0!, t5
arcsin~r sinf0!2f0

sinf0
,

Note that (u0 ,t) satisfy the condition2f0 /sinf0<t,0.
Next we show that along each characteristic line it holds thatw5v. Write v5u1c. Then

alongC(u0) we have, from~4.4!,

u1c5v5u01f012t sinf05u1f01t sinf0 .

Using ~4.1! again

c5f01t sinf05arcsin~r sinf0!5f~r !.

So w5ei (u1c)5ei @u1f(r )#5v. Claim 1 is proved. h

Therefore we have shown thatv is the only minimizer. Step 2 is complete. h

Lemma 4.2: Foru0 given above, letu« be a minimizer ofE« among all the vector fields in
H(D,u0). For all «.0 small we have the following energy estimates:

~1! When0<f0,p/2,

E«~u«!54p sin2 f012p« log
1

«
1O~«!.

~2! Whenf05p/2,

4p12p« log
1

«
1O~«!<E«~u«!<4p13p« log

1

«
1O~«!.

Proof: Step 1. We first derive a lower bound,

E«~u«!>4p sin2 f012p« log
1

«
1O~«!.

Using Hölder inequality we have

E
D

ucurlu«u2dx>
1

uDu H E]D
u0•tdsJ 2

54p sin2 f0 . ~4.5!
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Also note that deg(u«)5deg(u0)51, it is true that

E
D
H «u¹u«u21

1

2«
~12uu«u2!2J dx>2p« log

1

«
1O~«!, ~4.6!

see Ref. 25, p. 82, Lemma 4. Hence the energy lower bound is true.
Step 2. We derive a energy upper bound forf05p/2.

Let

0,d!1, 0,r!1, u05
p

2~11r!
.

We choose a test fieldu in the form

u5 f ~r !ei @u1f~r !#, ~4.7!

where

f ~r !5H r

d
if 0 ,r<d,

1 if d,r<1,

f~r !5H p

2u0
arcsinr if 0<r<sinu0 ,

p

2
if sin u0,r<1.

Note thatf(r )5(11r)arcsinr for 0<r<sinu0. For u in the form of ~4.7!,

u¹uu25 f 821 f 2f821
f 2

r 2 ,

curlu5
~r f sinf!8

r
.

We compute

E«~u!5E
D
H «u¹uu21ucurluu21

1

2«
~12uuu2!2J dx

52pE
0

1H «F r f 821r f 2f821
f 2

r G1
1

r
u~r f sinf!8u21

r

2«
~12 f 2!2J dr

54p12p«F log
1

d
1 log

1

rG12p«S 12 log
p

2 D14p«r log
1

r
1

d2

12«
1O~«r1r21d2!.

Choosed5A12p«, r5«1/2 we get

E«~u«!<E«~u!54p13p« log
1

«
1O~«! .

Step 3. We derive a energy upper bound for 0<f0,p/2.
Chooseu in the form of ~4.7!, wheref is the same as above, and
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f5arcsin~r sinf0!.

We have

E«~u!54p sin2 f012p« log
1

d
12p«~122 log cosf0!1

d2

12«
1O~d2!.

Choosed5A12p« we get

E«~u«!<E«~u!54p sin2 f012p« log
1

«
1O~«!.

Now the lemma is proved. h

Corollary 4.3: For u0 given above, letu«PH(D,u0) be a minimizer ofE« . Then we have the
following results:

~1!

E
D
ucurlu«u2dx54p sin2 f01OS« log

1

«D.
~2! When0<f0,p/2 we have

E
D
Hu¹u«u21

1

2«2 ~12uu«u2!2J dx52p log
1

«
1O~1!,

and whenf05p/2 we have

E
D
Hu¹u«u21

1

2«2 ~12uu«u2!2J dx<3p log
1

«
1O~1!.

Proof: Denote

K~f0!5H 2p if 0<f0,
p

2
,

3p if f05
p

2
.

Since

4p sin2 f0<E
D

ucurluu2dx<E«~u«!<4p sin2 f01K~f0!« log
1

«
1O~«!,

we obtain the first estimate.
Since

E
D
H u¹u«u21

1

2«2 ~12uu«u2!2J dx5
1

« H E«~u«!2E
D

ucurlu«u2dxJ 5
1

«
$E«~u«!24p sin2 f0%

2
1

« H E
D

ucurlu«u2dx24p sin2 f0J ,

when 0<f0,p/2, using ~4.5!, ~4.6! and Lemma 4.2 we obtain the second estimate. Whereas
f05p/2 we use~4.5! and Lemma 4.2 to get the third estimate. h

Proof of Theorem 4:Assume 0<f0,p/2.
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Before starting the proof of Theorem 4, we recall the definitionS(c0 ,K,«,u0 ,V) given in
Ref. 25, p. 83, whereu0 :]V→S1 and deg(u0)5d.0. A mapu:V→R2 is said to belong to the
classS(c0 ,K,«,u0 ,V), if uPH(V,u0), and

~i! *D$u¹u«u211/(2«2)(12uu«u2)2%dx<2pd log (1/«)1K;
~ii ! For x0PV with uu(x0)u<1/2, thenuu(x)u<3/4 wheneverxPV and ux2x0u<c0«.

Recall that deg(u0)51. We first prove that, when 0<f0,p/2, the minimizer u«

PS(c0 ,K,«,u0 ,D) for some constantsc0 andK. In fact, from Corollary 4.3~2! we see that~i! is
true. Using the elliptic estimates for the Euler equation~1.8! we see that

u¹u«~x!u<
C

«
on V,

whereC.0 is independent of«. ~ii ! follows from this result.
Having provedu«PS(c0 ,K,«,u0 ,D), using the Compactness Theorem in Ref. 25, p. 85, for

any sequence«n→0, there is a subsequence«nj
and a pointbPD such that, foruj5u«nj

,

uj→u weakly in H loc
1 ~D̄\$b%! as j→`,

u5
x2b

ux2bu
eih, hPH loc

1 ~D\$b%!,

dist~b,]D !>d* ~c0 ,K,u0 ,D !.0.

Since $curluj% is uniformly bounded inL2(D), there is a functionHPL2(D) such that
curluj→H weakly inL2(D) as j→`. On the other hand, sinceuj→u weakly inH loc

1 (D\$b%) we
have curluj→curlu weakly in L loc

2 (D\$b%). ThereforeH5curlu and

curluj→curlu weakly in L2~D ! as j→`.

So

E
D

ucurluu2dx< lim inf
j→`

E
D

ucurluj u2dx54p sin2 f0 ,

which implieduPL(D,curl,u0), and hence

E
D

ucurluu2dx> inf
vPL~D,curl,u0!

F~v!54p sin2 f0 .

Thusu is the minimizer of the curl functionalF. By the uniqueness of the minimizers we get

u5ei @u1f~r !#, f~r !5arcsin~r sinf0!.

Henceb50 andh5f(r )5arcsin(r sinf0).
The above argument implies that, for any sequence«n→0, there is a subsequence«nj

such
that

u«n j
→ei @u1arcsin~r sin f0!# weakly in H loc

1 ~D̄\$0%!.

Therefore the entire sequence$u«% must converge, i.e.,

u«→ei @u1arcsin~r sin f0!# weakly in H loc
1 ~D̄\$0%!.
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Now the proof of Theorem 4 is complete. h

Remark 4.1:Under the conditions of Theorem 4, we can prove that, when 0<f0,p/2, i.e.,
whenu0 is not tangential to the boundary]D, then

u«→ei @u1arcsin~r sin f0!# in Cloc
k ~D̄\$0%!. ~4.8!

In fact, from the Structure Theorem in Ref. 25, p. 83, there is a diskBj centered at the point
b and with radius («nj

)a, a is independent of«, such that

degS uj

uuj u
,]Bj D51,

and uuj (x)u.1/2 for xPD̄\Bj . Fix a constantd0 such that 0,d0,d* . Then the ballB(b,d0)
with centerb and radiusd0 is contained inD, and

degS uj

uuj u
,]B~b,d0! D51.

So

degS uj

uuj u
,]@D\B~b,d0!# D50.

Using Lemma 4 in Ref. 25, p. 82, we also have

E
B~b,d0!

H u¹uj u21
1

2«nj

2 ~12uuj u2!2J dx>2p log
1

«nj

1O~1!.

From this and Corollary 4.3 we get

E
D\B~b,d0!

H u¹uj u21
1

2«nj

2 ~12uuj u2!2J dx<C ~4.9!

for someC.0 independent of«. From ~4.9!, we can use the methods in Ref. 26 to prove~4.8!.
Remark 4.2:In Theorem 4 we get the convergence ofu« when u0 is not tangential to the

boundary]D. We believe that the same conclusion remains true whenu0 is tangential to]D.
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